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1. Login for DO Publication Platform 
 
The login to the DO Publication Platform is accomplished via the SIX Swiss Exchange website at 
 
https://www.six-exchange-regulation.com/obligations/management_transaction/ddeal/login_en.html 
 
 
The login is identical to the login for the MT Reporting Platform.* 
 
a) Enter the e-mail address of the user in the User entry field. 
 
b) In the User group entry field, enter the user group allocated to the issuer upon registering for the MT Reporting Platform.* 
 
c) Password  

* Issuers who have requested separate user groups for the DO Publication Platform have different user groups for the MT and DO platforms. 
 

** If the password got lost, the user account cannot be reset. The profile of the user must be deleted. The user must register as new user and a user with administration rights must activate him again. 
 

 
 

https://www.six-exchange-regulation.com/obligations/management_transaction/ddeal/login_en.html
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2. Entering notifications 
 
 

2.1 Entering new notifications 
 
In order to enter a disclosure notification, after the login select the type of notification you wish to enter from the menu on the left side under Disclosure of 
shareholdings: 
 
Notifications concerning single shareholders 
Notifications concerning a group of shareholders 
Notifications concerning collective investment schemes 
 

To enter a new notification, click on the   
 
You also have the option to use an earlier notification as a template (cf. No. 2.8 below). 
 
The data reported by the shareholder can now be entered into the corresponding fields of the DO Publication Platform.  
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2.2 Interdependence of two fields 

 
 

 
If Other is selected in a pulldown field (pulldown selection), basically the corresponding details need to be entered in the remarks field below. 
 
For instance, if the appropriate Type of rights cannot be found in the pulldown selection for financial instruments, Other should be chosen from the pulldown 
selection. In the field Remarks underneath, it is then necessary to specify the type of reported instrument with the corresponding description of the most 
important conditions. 
 
 

 
 
 

2.3 Duplication of entry fields 
 
 
 

Certain entry fields or blocks consisting of multiple entry fields can be duplicated. 
 
For instance, if multiple financial instruments need to be entered, the first financial instrument can be entered in the input mask. In order to enter a second 
financial instrument, you should then click on Save part 4 at the bottom of the page. Entry fields for the entry of a second financial instrument will then appear 
below the financial instrument entered first. This procedure can be repeated as many times as required. Note that it is possible that additional fields will be 
duplicated on the same page that are not required for the specific report. You can leave them blank; blank fields will not appear in the publication. 
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The following fields or blocks can be duplicated for the respective notifications: 
 
Notifications for single shareholders 
- Information on the direct acquirer/seller (part 2) 
- Equity securities (part 4) 
- Financial instruments (part 4) 
- Financial instruments as defined in Art. 20 para. 2bis SESTA (part 4) 
- Sale positions (part 5) 
- Securities lending and comparable transactions (part 6) 
 
 
Notifications for a group of shareholders 
- Information on the beneficial owner (part  1) 
- Information on the direct acquirer/seller (part 2) 
- Equity securities (part 4) 
- Financial instruments (part 4) 
- Financial instruments as defined in Art. 20 para. 2bis SESTA (part 4) 
- Sale positions (part 5) 
- Securities lending and comparable transactions (part 6) 
 
Notifications for collective investment schemes 
- Information on the collective investment scheme (part  2) 
- Equity securities (part  4) 
- Financial instruments (part 4) 
- Financial instruments as defined in Art. 20 para. 2bis SESTA (part 4) 
- Sale positions (part 5)Securities lending and comparable transactions (part 6) 

 
2.4 Saving entries 

 
 

 
Entries can be actively saved after each of the 7 sections with the command Save part X. We recommend that you actively save your entries after each section 
since the system automatically logs out after 20 minutes of inactivity for security reasons. Data which have not been stored before automatic logout are lost (cf. 
also No. ‘time limit’, below). 
 
Each time an individual section is completed, the entries are automatically saved before proceeding to the next section. Entries are also automatically saved 
with the command Validate input data.. 

 
2.5 Cancel entry (Back to Overview) 

 
 

 
The command Back to Overview cancels the entry. You are returned to the overview of all publications. 
 
Any data not saved will be lost. However, the data from preceding sections of the notification will be preserved since they are automatically saved when 
proceeding from one step to another. 
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2.6 Validate input data 

 
 

 
Once all data have been entered, the publication can be reviewed (please see step 1 below). 
 
Once the entry procedure is complete, the issuer can submit the entries to the Disclosure Office for a preliminary check or for direct publication by clicking on 
Submit for Review or Send to Publication (please see step 2 below). 
 
Further processing can be cancelled with the command Back to Overview. In this case you are returned to the overview of publications, where you can click 
on the relevant publication and begin processing it again. 
 
step 1 
 

 
 
 
step 2 
 
 

 
 
 

2.7 Submission for direct publication or preliminary check of the data by the Disclosure Office 
 
 

 
After the step validation the input data, the issuer has the option to either submit the notification to the Disclosure Office for direct publication or have the data 
checked by the Disclosure Office for formal correctness prior to publication (see above 2.7, step 2). 
 
 

 
 
 
Submission for direct publication 
 
If the issuer opts to submit the data for direct publication, the data must be submitted before midnight of the second trading day after receipt of the notification 
in order to comply with the deadline set forth in Art. 22 SESTO-FINMA. Publication on the website of the Disclosure Office takes place on the following day 
before 7:30 a.m. (cf. also Arts. 11 and 19 of the Directive on Electronic Reporting and Publication Platforms (DERP), http://www.six-exchange-
regulation.com/download/regulation/archive/issuers/until_2009_06_30/swx_guideline_20081201_en.pdf  
 

http://www.six-exchange-regulation.com/download/regulation/archive/issuers/until_2009_06_30/swx_guideline_20081201_en.pdf
http://www.six-exchange-regulation.com/download/regulation/archive/issuers/until_2009_06_30/swx_guideline_20081201_en.pdf
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Submission for preliminary check by the Disclosure Office 
 
If a publication is to be preliminarily checked by the Disclosure Office, it must be submitted to the Disclosure Office no later than 12:00 p.m. on the second 
trading day after the notification was received by the issuer. If the Disclosure Office considers the publication formally acceptable, it releases it for direct 
publication and it is then published on the website on the next day before 7:30 a.m. 
 
If the publication is deficient, the Disclosure Office will return it to the issuer for correction.  
 

2.8 Using earlier entries as templates (“Cloning”) 
 
All notifications appearing in the overview list of prepared, submitted or published notifications may be used as templates for publications. This means that when 
you are entering notifications of a shareholder you can refer to the data you already entered earlier for that shareholder.  
To duplicate a notification, click on the Clone notification symbol: 
 

 
 
When you click on the Clone notification symbol, the Enter new mask appears. The mask is not empty, but contains all of the data already entered in the 
original notification (please see step 2 above). 
 
In certain instances, cloning earlier notifications can save the user some time. But please note, that the cloned notification has to be completed with the date of 
the new publication. In particular, the various dates (e.g. date of the creation of the obligation to notify, etc.) and the information on the reported shareholding 
(number of rights, number of voting rights, etc.) are hardly ever identical with an earlier notification. 
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3. Correcting and deleting notifications  

 
 

3.1 General 
  

The correcting and deleting notification functions depend on the status of a notification. A notification’s status can be Draft, Submitted or Published. 
 
Draft means a notification has already been wholly or partly entered, but has not yet been submitted or published. 
 
Submitted means the issuer has submitted the notification for a preliminary check by the DO prior to publication. 
 
Published refers to notifications which have been directly released for publication by the issuer or after prior review by the DO. Please note, however, that the 
notifications are not published on the Internet until the day following submission before 7:30 a.m.  

 
3.2 Correcting notifications 

 
3.2.1 Correcting notifications with the status Draft  
 
 

 
Notifications which have already been partly or wholly entered but not yet submitted can be modified or amended with the Process notification  function 
and then be submitted. 

 
3.2.2 Correcting notifications with the status Submitted 
 
 

 
Notifications with the status Submitted were released by the issuer for publication, but are still being reviewed by the DO prior to publication. As long as a 
notification has this status, it cannot be corrected by the issuer. Once the notification reaches the status Published after review by the DO, it can subsequently 
be corrected (cf. the following section). 

 
3.2.3 Correcting notifications with the status Published 
 
 Notifications released for publication can be modified or amended with the Correct published notification  function.  

After submitting such corrected notifications, they are always first reviewed by the DO prior to publication (and hence the modification of a notification already 
published). 
 
The fact that the publication was corrected will be indicated in the corrected publication. 
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3.3 Deleting notifications 

 
3.3.1 Deleting notifications with the status Draft  
 
 Notifications which have already been partly or wholly entered but not yet submitted can be removed from the platform with the Abolish notification  

function.  
 
3.3.2 Deleting notifications with the status Submitted 
 
 

 
Notifications with the status Submitted have been released by the issuer for publication but are still being reviewed by the DO prior to publication. As long as a 
notification has this status, it cannot be deleted by the issuer. Once the notification reaches the status Published after review by the DO, it can subsequently be 
deleted (cf. the following section). 

 
3.3.3 Deleting notifications with the status Published 
 
 

 

Notifications released for publication can be removed from Internet publication with the Delete published notification  function.   
After submitting requests for the deletion of notifications, they are always first reviewed by the DO prior to removal from the corresponding Internet publication. 
Published notifications may only be deleted if the notification was published in error. 
 
The fact that a publication was deleted will be indicated in the publication of the deletion. 

 
4. Administration of the DO Platform 
 
 

4.1 Administration of your user profile 
 
4.1.1 Modifying your user profile 
 
 

 
The user profile can be modified at any time after logging in by following the My profile link. 
 
To modify the first name, surname, phone or fax number, click on the Change profile link. The changes can then be made and saved with the Save profile 
command. Please note that greyed out data or fields cannot be modified as a rule. 
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4.1.2 Changing your password 
 
 

 
The password consists of a combination of at least six digits and/or letters selected by the user and not known to SIX Swiss Exchange. Only the corresponding 
user can change the password. Even though it is wholly the responsibility of the issuer, the DO recommends changing the password on a regular basis. To 
change the password, follow the My profile link and click on Change password. 
 
If the password got lost, the user account cannot be reset. The profile of the user must be deleted. The user must register as new user and a user with 
administration rights must activate him again. 

 
4.2 Administration of a user group (only for users with administration rights) 

 
4.2.1 General 
 
 

 
The administration of a user group is accomplished with the menu item User group administration (Admin). 

 
4.2.2 New users 
 
 

 
Registration 
 
If a new user should be added to a user group, the user must register via the website of SIX Swiss Exchange 
 
https://www.six-exchange-regulation.com/obligations/management_transaction/ddeal/new-user_en.html  
 
 
The new user selects the environment Live and enters the required data. In particular, the user must specify which rights he or she is to receive (look at 
management-transactions-notifications, submit and correct management-transactions-notifications, look at disclosure notifications, publish and correct 
disclosure notifications, administrate users of the reporting platform). 
 
The user then receives a confirmation e-mail with a multi-digit code. The code can then be copied and entered in the corresponding field in the platform. This 
completes the registration of the new user. The new user’s status has now switched to REG. 

https://www.six-exchange-regulation.com/obligations/management_transaction/ddeal/new-user_en.html
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Activation 
The new user has to be activated before he or she can actively use the system. This is accomplished through an existing user who has administration rights. 
The existing user can log in to the platform under Issuer Reporting and manage the various User IDs under Admin. In order to activate a user, the 
administrator has to click on the green icon in the Actions column for the new user. In the Status column, the designation REG (registered) should now be 
changed to ACT (activated). At this point the new user is activated and has access to the functions of the platform within the scope of his or her authorisation. 
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4.2.3 Change in authorisation 
 
 

 
If the user has administration rights, he or she can change his or her own user profile accordingly (cf. No. 4.1 above). In particular, such a user can also grant 
other authorisations. 
 
If the user does not have any administration rights, only an administrator may change that user’s authorisation. In the Admin menu, the administrator can open 
the profile of the user in question by clicking on the blue icon in the Actions column. In the respective profile of the user, the administrator can click on the 
button Change user profile and then allocate roles as desired and save the changes. 
 

 
 
4.2.4 Suspend or delete a user 
 
 

 
In the menu User group administration, every user with administration rights can delete or suspend another user. This is accomplished by clicking on the 
orange icon to suspend and the red icon to delete. 
 
The user profiles do not disappear from the user group, but in the Status column they appear as SUS (for suspended) and DEL (for deleted). 
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4.2.5 Modifying the user group profile 
 
 

 
The user group profile can be modified in a procedure analogous to the modification of a user profile. First click on Change group profile in the User group 
administration menu. The changes can then be made and saved. 
 
The user group cannot be changed. For technical reasons, the user group allocation is fixed and cannot be modified, even if the name of the company changes. 

 
5. Miscellaneous 
 
5.1 Time limit 
 
 

 
For reasons of system security, automatic logout occurs after 20 minutes during which no activity is registered on the platform. The user then must log in again. 
 
Unsaved data are lost in an automatic logout. It is therefore recommended that you regularly save entries. 

 
5.2 Generate a pdf file of published notifications 
 

The issuer may generate a pdf file of published notifications by using the function generate a pdf : 
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6. Differences if the four-eyes principle applies 

 
The four-eyes principle is to be understood as a voluntary option. If an issuer believes that it makes sense not to sign off a disclosure notification for publication 
until it has been checked by a second user on the platform, the issuer can activate this function in the user group profile. 
 
With the four-eyes principle activated, no notification is published – and no draft report is submitted to the Disclosure Office for review – until a second user in the 
issuer’s user group has signed it off. Issuers that select the four-eyes principle must organize themselves such that, even with the four-eyes principle being 
applied, they can still ensure compliance with the deadlines stipulated in Art. 22 paras 2 and 3 SESTO-FINMA. 

 

6.1 Activate the four-eyes principle 

 
 
A user with administrator rights can activate the four-eyes principle under in the administration of the user Group under: Admin. 
 
By clicking the button Change group profile the user may choose to apply the four-eyes principle by activating the dot Yes. By clicking the Save group profile 
button, the changes may be saved. 
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6.2 Validate input date and submit for internal authorisation 
 
 

Step 1 
 
If all data is entered by user 1, this user chooses the function validate input data: 
 

 
 
User 1, who entered the data, submits the notification for internal authorisation by a second user (user 2) with the function submit for internal authorisation. 
The notification is now displayed in the status Prepared.  
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Step 2 
 
User 2 can check the notification entered by user 1 by choosing the function check notification to the right. Every user of the user group can act as user 2 
except user 1. User 1 her/himself is not able to proceeded the notification in this status anymore.: 
 

 

 
 
After verifying the notification, User 2 has, , the following possibilities:  
 

 
 
a) He can reject the prepared notification, if he thinks the notification needs to  be amended: Reject prepared notification 

 
In this case user 2 has the possibility to write a notice for user 1 in the field: internal memo. He can write down how the notification needs to be amended. 
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Subsequently user 1 can proceed the notification, amend it and resubmit it for internal authorisation by the function submit for internal authorisation see 
above step 1). Alternatively user 2 may proceede the notification her/himself after rejecting it. In this case she/he has to submit the amended notification for 
internal authorisation again by the function submit for internal authorisation. The notification can be proceeded by any user except user 2. 

 

b) User 2  can submit the notification to the DO for review: Submit to SIX for Review (see 2.7 above) 

If the notification is rejected by the DO the amendment by the issuer can be made by each user of the user group. Following the amendment the notification 
must be internally authorised again by a second user and submitted to the DO again (as described in step 1 and 2 above).  

 

c) User 2 can submit the notification for direct publication: Publish! (see 2.7 above) 

 

d) User 2 can write a notice in the field internal memo and save it: save remarks 

 

e) User 2 can go back to overview: Back to Overview 
 
6.3 Correction and deletion of published notifications 

 
The four-eyes principle also applies to corrections and to deletions of already published notifications as described in 6.2 above.  
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